Details on Golden Glory's Role in FIKA and Sem Schilt is Unhappy With Golden Glory
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So there is still no news about FIKA yet since the original press release and press conference
that they held. There was pomp and lots of circumstances involved, lots of celebrities and
amongst the sea of new Chinese investors, actors and Master Ishii, Sem Schilt and Bas Boon
stood out in an event without any Europeans. LiverKick.com has been talking to a lot of people
close to FIKA and Golden Glory, and by the sounds of it, we should know more "before
Christmas." Sure, it is not an exact date by any stretch of the imagination, but I'd rather hear a
vague outline of what is being worked on than a date that cannot be met.

We were talking with our friend in Europe Karel ten Haaf who runs the Kortsluiting blog who
was able to confirm
that
mid-December is when we should have more details on FIKA and Golden Glory's involvement.
Due to all of this, the next Glory World Series event might not happen until February 28th and
the involvement of Semmy Schilt? That might not be entirely clear, either.

Karel spoke with Dave Jonkers, Sem Schilt's coach about Schilt's involvement, and it really
does not seem all that clear what is going on with Schilt. Schilt has two films that he has worked
on this year, Novalaya Zemyla and Black Out, with the first being a much bigger role. But when
it comes to fighting, due to Golden Glory's involvement in K-1, Schilt apparently will not fight for
either Golden Glory or K-1 until he sees the money that he is owed. This is a new development,
especially with as little as a month ago Schilt was in China for the FIKA announcement. This is
not the first time we've heard of someone under the management of Golden Glory being upset
with them this year, but like the rest, hopefully it is resolved soon and everything can get back in
motion.
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